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ABSTRACT
Current real-time data communications links supporting Major Range and Test Facility Base
(MRTFB) operations are one-way, dedicated links based on the IRIG 106 standard. One of the
goals of the iNET program is to provide for shared, two-way networked communications links
enabling more flexible operation and more efficient use of spectrum. Central to this goal is the
provision for a Spectrum Assignment Manager (SAM) as referred to in the iNET architecture.
The SAM element of the Resource Management Facility (RMF) works in concert with the
TmNS Network Manager to support dynamic frequency assignment and real-time metrics
adjustment. This paper describes the potential role, key functions, and technology elements
needed to support this important function.
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INTRODUCTION
Current communications links supporting Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB)
operations are based on the IRIG 106 standard are one-way, dedicated links. One of the goals of
the iNET program is provide for shared, two-way networked communications links enabling
more flexible operation and more efficient use of spectrum. Flexible operation means providing
for dynamic, demand-based access consistent with priority doctrine and quality of service (QoS)
needs. Efficient use means (i) minimizing the unintended creation of “effectively unusable”
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spectrum through fragmentation-inducing frequency assignment decision-making1, (ii)
maximizing the actual use of the spectrum that is assigned, and (iii) fulfilling the maximum
number of requests possible by optimally allocating the available spectrum.
Within the iNET architecture, the Spectrum Assignment Manager (SAM)2 is responsible for
ensuring dynamic, demand-based access to the needed spectrum [1] (Figure 1).

\
Figure 1. SAM Integral to iNET Architecture
As such, the SAM should be capable of supporting the following functions:
•
•
•
•

Automated, near real-time Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) controller and Serial
Streaming Telemetry (SST) channel frequency assignments.
User specification and application of priority doctrine / rules.
Spectrum usage, state condition, and performance assessment.
Remote monitoring and manual override capability to control RF attributes of the TmNS
(e.g., center frequency, bandwidth).

Spectrum allocation and assignment occurs at several levels, each of which has a unique purpose,
scope, context, and corresponding set of assignment decision-making considerations. Each is
also an artifact of necessity, convenience, or policy that may or may not be of value when new
spectrum management technologies become available. The following section introduces a
candidate framework for describing these levels, the processes, and technologies needed to
support spectrum allocation and assignment decision-making in different contexts.
1 Spectral occupancy (i.e., actual percent of spectrum occupancy) is among the set of metrics that are currently reported within
the frequency management community. Just because spectrum is not in use does not mean it is available for use.
2 The Spectrum Assignment Manager is sometimes referred to in the iNET literature as the Spectrum Asset Manager.
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LEVELS OF SPECTRUM ALLOCATION AND ASSIGNMENT
For discussion purposes, we identify four levels of spectrum allocation and assignment (Figure
2):
•
•
•
•

Level 0: Lease level
Level 1: Off-line scheduling level
Level 2: Single access level
Level 3: Multiple access level

Figure 2. Levels of Spectrum Allocation and Assignment
Level 0, dubbed the lease level, is so named because it involves the allocation of certain
segments of the spectrum as determined by policy.
For government applications
in the U.S., regulating spectrum allocated to the Federal Government is overseen by the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA). The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) is charged with regulating the allocation and use of the electronic spectrum
by non-federal government entities. Spectrum allocation designates for what purpose it may be
used, who can use it, and who determines how it will be shared. The Air Force Flight Test
Center (AFFTC) at Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB), for example, has a specific organization
that is responsible for scheduling and monitoring the use of allocated spectrum.
We refer to a-priori assignments made through today’s frequency scheduling systems as Level 1
assignments. These assignments are made within the context of Level 0 allocations, which tend
to be more like leases on the spectral real estate. Level 1 assignments tend to be static in nature
as dictated by planned usage rather than by when the spectrum will actually be used. In an iNET
initial operating capability (IOC) scenario, for example, the frequency range 4400-4940 MHz
may be scheduled for iNET usage by TDMA controllers and 5091-5150 MHz for SST channel
assignments.
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We characterize Level 2 assignments as single access assignments, such as assigning 4400-4600
MHz to TDMA controller 1 and dividing the SST band into discrete channels.
We refer to Level 3 assignments as multiple access assignments, which are made dynamically
within a TDMA (or perhaps CDMA) controller.
Within the iNET community, efforts made toward providing dynamic, demand-based access to
needed spectrum have largely been directed at the TDMA slot assignment level. Yet, much of
the real opportunity for improving dynamic, demand-based access and spectrum utilization
efficiency is constrained by assignment decisions made at a higher level.
Consider, for example, a situation like that illustrated here (Figure 3). Two TDMA controllers
are given frequency assignments and five SST channels have been designated for the day’s T&E
missions. As the day progresses, the situations reflected in Figure 4 arise.

Figure 3. Situation at Start of the Day
Situation A: We must make room for a non-tunable, high-priority request where one of the
TDMA controllers is currently assigned.

Figure 4. Situations Involving Real-time Assignment Change
Situation B: As the number of TDMA wireless devices increases, and the load for data
transmission shifts to these devices from what was previously borne primarily by SST devices,
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the load on TDMA controllers will increase. As slots become scarce, it will be necessary to
stand up additional TDMA controllers. The question then becomes, “Where?”
Situation C: The third situation involves the need to support dynamic telemetry adjustment. For
example, test engineers may see an emerging situation requiring more frequent updates of critical
stress measurements from the flight control surfaces. This, in turn, requires an increase in SST
channel bandwidth. The assumption here is that one can send control messages up to the test
article and have it configure its SST device accordingly. The dynamic need may be
accommodated by preempting a task in another channel, or possibly by opening up another SST
channel.
Indeed, many of the same requirements for dynamic demand access, priority management, and
QoS that exist at a TDMA controller level for slot assignment decision-making are present at the
TDMA device and SST channel spectrum assignment level. It is this latter role that is to be
addressed by the SAM element of the Resource Management Facility (RMF) working in concert
with the TmNS Network Manager.
As reflected by these scenarios, rather than a single iNET band for T&E, it will be more likely
that near- and intermediate-term iNET scenarios will require both TDMA controller and SST
frequency assignments across multiple, non-contiguous bands. In fact, the long-term vision of
shared, two-way network communication links can only be achieved by first supporting the
transition period during which time we will still need to accommodate for legacy systems and
devices (e.g., non-tunable radios).
The specific functions, role, and requirements for the SAM have yet to be adequately defined in
the iNET literature. Yet, the need for this capability is clearly evident. The following section
provides a general overview of the proposed vision for this technology.

CANDIDATE SAM CONCEPT
The SAM solution concept should be designed to (i) assist frequency managers in generating
feasible TDMA controller and SST channel electronic spectrum assignments to make the best
possible use of the available spectrum subject to priority doctrine and QoS needs; (ii) support
remote monitoring and override control of RF attributes of the TmNS (e.g., center frequency and
bandwidth assignments); (iii) provide for the visibility and management of assigned versus actual
use of the available frequency; and (iv) manage the history of frequency assignments, usage,
priorities, and state conditions (Figure 5).
These capabilities are intended to help the spectrum manager:
•
•
•

Monitor frequency assignments, network activity, and QoS performance.
Maintain situation awareness and the critical insights needed to adjust network resources and
improve performance.
Maximize spectrum usage efficiency across T&E missions.
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Figure 5. Message Traffic Perspective of SAM Within iNET Architecture
The functions of the SAM include the following (See OV-5 Operational Activity Model in
Appendix A):
•
•
•
•
•

Support specification and application of priority doctrine / rules.
Dynamically generate service assignment solutions using spectrum manager-chosen
assignment algorithm and performance metrics.
Issue frequency assignment / de-assignment commands.
Monitor / record assignments, usage, priorities, and state conditions.
Support manual override decision-making.

In helping the spectrum manager maintain flexible, efficient use of the spectrum, the SAM
console should provide user-selectable graphical visualization options supporting different
perspectives, sorted and/or filtered views, and reports reflecting: (i) requests queue contents and
status, (ii) current frequency assignments, (iii) geospatial location / sphere of operation, and (iv)
assignment algorithm performance.
A key element of the envisioned SAM concept is the Spectrum Assignment Advisor (SAA),
which encapsulates an assignment engine designed to accommodate as many requests as possible
with minimal or no delay relative to real-time service needs and subject to feasibility and priority
constraints (Figure 6). Assignment algorithm performance may be measured in terms of
spectrum manager-selected metrics, such as (i) number of requests serviced, (ii) queuing time,
(iii) degree of spectral fragmentation, etc. In reporting these metrics, the SAM employs a utility
function-based framework to harmonize the different units and bring them into a common
measurement framework.
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Figure 6. Key Functional Elements of the SAM and SAA

S&T TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES
Among the challenges to be faced to advance toward the achievement of this vision are those
listed below:
•
•

•
•

•

Lack of current capability to dynamically control both SST channel and TDMA controller
assignments.
Overall difficulty in achieving optimal assignments for different operational contexts. The
spectrum assignment problem is inherently a multi-criteria optimization (MCO) problem
(e.g., minimize error rate, maximize throughput, minimize delay).
Lack of efficient algorithms for interactive spectral capacity assignment supporting the SAM
function in the iNET architecture.
Difficulty overcoming historical reluctance to adopt new telemetry systems technologies
while continuing to rely primarily on downlink-only SST systems. New capabilities must be
proven to work, both through simulation and live demonstration.
Reliable data transmission during high dynamic maneuvers. The SAM must either provide
fast transition of frequency assignment or provide dedicated assignments during particular
maneuvers.
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POTENTIAL T&E BENEFITS
The benefits of the envisioned SAM capability are best viewed from the perspective of the key
stakeholders. When fully realized, the SAM technology will help:
•

•
•
•

Spectrum Managers more rapidly and effectively (i) generate feasible spectrum assignment
solutions in view of competing objectives and constraints; (ii) analyze and resolve scheduling
conflicts; (iii) quickly make sense of the conditions involved in real-time metric adjustment
decision-making; (iv) analyze spectrum utilization history, patterns, and trends to derive
meaningful management statistics; (v) improve the optimized use of limited electronic
spectrum resources; (vi) apply meaningful metrics for frequency management decision
making and reporting; and (vii) demonstrate and effectively communicate responsible
stewardship of the electronic spectrum.
Test Managers accomplish required test requirements on time by increasing capacity,
thereby providing assured access to electronic spectrum.
iNET Program Managers accelerate the realization of an initial operating capability (IOC)
while facilitating progress toward standing up a full iNET capability.
iNET Technology Providers reduce costs and more effectively direct internal research,
development, and production efforts.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Assured access to electronic spectrum is essential to the success of U.S. military operations
around the world. Increasing contention for this limited resource threatens to degrade T&E
operational capability. Capitalizing on the potential economies to make more efficient use of the
electronic spectrum can be achieved through innovative changes in process, culture, and
technology. The SAM solution concept presented in this paper can provide a promising
foundation upon which to begin making those changes. An effective way to begin this process
might be through applying early developments of prototype SAM capabilities to help
demonstrate an initial operating capability (IOC) for iNET. The demonstration would involve
reserving a block of electronic spectrum for iNET experimentation using the current frequency
scheduling process, then using prototype SAM technologies to dynamically manage frequency
assignments while being supervised by a frequency manager. The lessons learned from this
exercise can then be used to identify additional needs, drive further enhancements, and create a
common vision for the various stakeholders involved.
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Appendix A. OV-5 Operational Activity Model for the iNET SAM
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